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This tool allows you to schedule any executable program, as well as batch scripts and any other supported task/executable/scripts.It has very simple interface with few screen shots. This is very important for a beginner to use it with ease. All the necessary settings can be set from the simple interface. Automatic Task Scheduler is a lightweight application that can be used to quickly
schedule tasks using the Windows Task Scheduler. It facilitates a simpler interface for configuring the necessary parameters. There's nothing worthy to be mentioned about installation aside from the fact that the program cannot work without.NET Framework or administrative privileges. The administrator password must be entered in the main app window at each startup to be able to
configure the Windows Task Scheduler. Schedule tasks to run automatically The developer doesn't put emphasis on appearance, adopting a simple.NET Framework form where all settings are neatly structured. You can set the full path to the process you wish to schedule for launch, enter any additional command-line parameters, as well as specify the start and end time. As far as the
scheduling type is concerned, the tool in question can run once, daily, weekly, monthly, every time you turn on your computer or log into Windows, every time the computer enters idle mode when there's no user activity, on every hour, or on every minute. Before applying modifications, you can perform a test run and make sure that everything is in working order. Suffice it to say, you
can schedule any number of tasks. Alternate access to Windows Task Scheduler It's also possible to modify the properties of scheduled tasks, cancel any jobs, end currently running tasks, and create a log file to view the program's activity, including any errors. Help documentation is available for users who are less experienced with task scheduling applications. The software utility had
little impact on the computer's performance in our tests. However, we had some trouble when trying to run Automatic Task Scheduler in administrator mode on Windows 10 due to the way the program was compiled. It doesn't necessarily provide easier access to the Windows Task Scheduler but we must also keep in mind that it hasn't been updated for a while. Read More Is Automatic
Task Scheduler Windows Store compliant? Yes. There is an entry in Windows Store, under Accessories. The program looks simple and easy to use. You can easily schedule tasks for an application from the simple interface. This tool supports many Windows applications, allows you to set scheduling options and save them for future use
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With Automatic Task Scheduler, you can safely schedule new tasks to perform regular actions for Windows, like launching a program, shutting down a program, backing up data, and more, at a specific time, date, and time interval. Automatic Task Scheduler creates a log of what is being run and why. Automatic Task Scheduler gives you the option of creating a password protected
schedule and allows the schedule to be run from another location. Automatic Task Scheduler can schedule programs to run when you log off, shutdown, and restart your computer. Automatic Task Scheduler Windows executable file size is just over 6 MB. Automatic Task Scheduler is compatible with Windows 98/XP/Vista. Automatic Task Scheduler Version History: Version 1.2 -
Added option to schedule tasks to launch in the background (only for Windows Vista and 7). - Added option to specify the Windows Vista and Windows 7 logon target user (domain, account, computer name). - Added option to schedule tasks to launch when the computer wakes up. - Added option to copy tasks when the scheduled task status is "paused" to the default location specified
when the task was created. - Removed the option to specify an option dialog box as default or custom. - Fixed a bug in which tasks were created in the wrong folder (default/installer) if a target location was not specified. - Fixed a bug in which the log file was not written to the specified location. - Fixed a bug in which the log file was not erased when the status of the scheduled task was
"paused" (to run). Version 1.1 - Added the option to specify a custom log file path. - Added the option to specify a custom program name. - Added the option to specify the Windows Vista and Windows 7 logon target user (domain, account, computer name). - Added the option to schedule tasks to run when the computer logs on. - Added the option to copy tasks when the scheduled task
status is "paused" to the default location specified when the task was created. Version 1.0 - Automatic Task Scheduler allows users to easily schedule programs, tasks, background tasks, log on computers, shut down computers, lock computers, and restart computers at specific times, dates, and/or times intervals. - Automatic Task Scheduler utilizes the Windows Task Scheduler. -
Automatic Task Scheduler can run

What's New in the Automatic Scheduler?

Simple and comfortable Task Scheduler for everybody. Run any executable at a specified time. Automatic Task Scheduler - Unlimited Tasks. Manage a single or unlimited tasks in a template. Schedule the tasks using the Windows Task Scheduler. Even then task is not running, it automatically starts a hidden instance of task Scheduler application. A: I have finally found software I was
looking for, which does exactly what I need: Uniblue Automate. China's PetroChina Pipeline Becomes Energy Storage Solution February 20th, 2018 by Mridul Chadha China’s state-owned oil and gas giant PetroChina is planning to build a 200-km section of its Shanghai-to-Qidong Petrochemical Industrial Park Phase 1 (PIP1) pipeline as an energy storage solution. The company is
already testing the concept of storing power generated from offshore wind farms and other hydro facilities by pumping it into the pipeline at low cost. The country’s oil and gas industry is going through a time of transformation. Going forward, China will increasingly shift from fossil fuel-driven energy to renewables. The government’s move to replace coal plants with renewable energy
will also contribute to the demand for energy storage solutions. In 2013, China’s initial offshore wind capacity was 6,548 MW. As of March 2017, the total amount of installed wind capacity in China exceeded 18,067 MW. Shanghai Municipal Government’s plan for the city’s energy use also calls for the establishment of a special fund for the transition to a clean energy system by 2020.
With PIP1 Pipeline, PetroChina hopes to successfully establish a practical, integrated solution that minimizes the energy cost burden and offers the most efficient pipeline operation to support Shanghai’s transition. “In my view, PetroChina’s decision to integrate energy storage into its pipeline transportation services is a positive step toward this. By creating such a resource that can
effectively store renewable energy by using pipeline transport as the medium, it is in a way able to bridge the different systems together,” said Frank Tang, President of Tang Group. PetroChina’s test site near the coast of Jiangmen in Guangdong Province is considered a watershed project. It is the first pipeline-based energy storage project in China. Previously, this type of project was
mainly executed using batteries, which required
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System Requirements For Automatic Scheduler:

Mac Requirements: Mavericks only, OS X 10.9 or later CPU: Quad-core Intel or AMD processor recommended, 2.6 GHz or faster RAM: 2 GB RAM Hard Disk Space: 300 MB for installation and 15 GB for installation updates Graphics: Intel HD 3000 or later, NVIDIA GeForce 650M or later, ATI Radeon HD 2600 or later, or Intel Iris Pro Graphics or later Video: Intel HD 3000 or
later, NVIDIA GeForce 650M or later, ATI Radeon HD 2600 or later Input: Keyboard
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